Childen’s Author Introduce’s Us to Sidney
Sidney The Uncomon Squirrel
Author Ed Kellner bring’s us the beginning of a matter of fact, the names you see in Sidney, The
series of fun children books starting with, Sidney Uncommon Squirrel are all of his grandchildren.
The Uncommom Squirrel.
As Sidney adventures through Boston not only is
the storyline fun but kid’s have the chance to learn
about a place they may or may not know from the
eyes of a squirrel.
Ed has four children and three stepdaughters who
range in age from 35-44. He also has 15
grandchildren and one great grandchild. As a
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Davina Kinney is a professional freelance illustratior. Her first project was the book, Sidney the Squirrel. In the short period since
that time, she has illustrated over a dozen books and have had the great pleasure to work with many authors from all over the
world.
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Get your copy on Amazon today!

About Sidney’s Story
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plans to stay. Future adventures for Sidney may
take him to Plymouth Rock, Cape Cod or Vermont.
Order your copy of Sidney now, Sidney is
available on Amazon and Kindle.
Click on the icon below to go straight to Amazon!
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Also visit Ed Kellner’s website at
http://edkellner.com/
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Sidney is bored in New Hampshire and a friend
told him that Boston Common was a neat place to
go. As a matter of fact, Nut Journal named Boston
Common as the top place to visit for squirrels.
Sidney jumps on a truck and ends up in the
Haymarket Square area of Boston. He follows the
red line of the Freedom Trail to Boston Common
and settles in an English Elm right in front of the
State House. He makes new friends and has
many adventures. He sent a nut gram to his family
telling them he is happy in his new home and

